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Funky-ass souljazz with afro-cuban rhythms inspired by 60's - 70's car chase soundtracks. 11 MP3 Songs

JAZZ: Acid Jazz, URBAN/R&B: Funk Details: 00Soul is "Funk"? Sure. Whatever works for you. But

"Funk" is an understatement. This is nasty s**t straight from the heart of Long Beach, CA. With sold out

shows every week and thousands of fans, the word "understatement" is completely appropriate when

describing the effect 00Soul has on the indie-music scene. They are a standout in a sea of Pop, Rock and

Alternative Acts. They define "cool" in an already cool local music scene that brought you Snoop Dogg

and Sublime. With a notorious reputation for the seedy side of life, it's no wonder the Long Beach music

scene has embraced this band and made their song "Squad Car" the favorite at packed concerts. "Squad

Car" breaks into the rhythm of cars, crime and sex with the first downbeat. The song has all the traces of

a 70's Cop Show TV theme, but only if it were on HBO. It's not explicit in it's language since it's an

instrumental piece. But one gets the feeling that there is a seedy, almost primal nature to this song. That's

what funk is all about. At least good funk. It's nasty!!! 00Soul get their funk out with a hypnotically solid

beat, tasty bass to back it up and a "whole lotta" horn work. "Squad Car" is not short on it's cinematic

value. This song plays like a movie, complete with sound effects, campy 70's dialogue and more grunts

and groans than a "Shaft" movie. "Squad Car" will introduce this "Eight Piece Brotherhood" in fine style.

Their rich blend of jazz, rock and Afro-Cuban rhythms will make a permanent dent in what you use to call

"Funk". At least it will "nasty" it up a bit.
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